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Abstract 

As the number of World Wide Web (WWW) ~sers have heen growing，もhenetwork traffic 
over the Inもernethave been increased. As a result， the Internet has been suffering f~om a chronic 
congestion. To improve this situation， it is necessary to develop a super high-speed backbone 
network. In this work， we propose a media access .proもocol: for. super . high-speed backbone 
networks such as terabit networks. The cost of network facilities for terabit networks is high. 
Therefore， we consider a .shared media network such as ring topology in order t6 decrease the 
network cost. Our goal is to build an a~aptive proto~ol with high throughput and good fairness. 
To achieve this， our protocol considers the traffic condition onもhering. If the traffic on the 
ring is low， each station can send a lot of packets. Otherwise， when the ring starts to become 
congested， the number of packets sent by stations starts to decrease. Performance evaluation via 
simulations shows that proposed proもocolhas a good behavior and can be used as a back.bone 
network for high-speed networks. 

1 Introd uction 

Recently， as the number of WWW  users have 
been growing， the network traffic over the Inter-
net have been increased. As a result， the Internet 
has been suffering from chronic congestion. To 
improve this situation， it is necessary to develop a 
super high-speed backbone networks. 80 far， for 
Local Area Networks (LANs)， some media access 
protocols such as FDDI [1， 2]， Fast Etherriet [3]， 
Gigabit Ethernet μ] and ATM LAN [5] have been 
developed. But， for inter domain networks， the 
speed is stilllow (a few Mbps). If LANs speed will 
become gigabit， even ATM networks with hun-
dreds Mbps bandwidth can noもsupportthe giga-
biもLANs.To deal with gigabit LANs [12， 13]， it is 
necessary to develop a super high-speed backbone 
network such as a terabiもnetwork.

In this work， we propose a media access pro-
tocol for terabit networks. The cost of network 
facilities for terabit networks is high. Therefore， 
we .consider a shared media network such as ring 
topology in otder to decreaSe the network cost. 

The protocol design is based on three policies. 
First， the protocol should have a high throughput 
in order to make a good use of the ring bandwidth. 
Second， the protocol should be able to adapt to 
the dyllamic traffic. Third， the protocol should 
achieve a good fairness for each station in the ring. 

¥Ve eva1uate the proposed protocol by com-
puter simulations. Performance evaluation via 
simulations shows that proposed protocol has 
good behavior and can be used as a backbone net-
work for gigabit LANs. 

The organization of this paper is as following. 
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Figure 1: A conceptual idea for l-st.condition. 

The conditions to achieve a super high-speed ring 
network will be described in Section 2. The re-
lated works will be described in Section 3. In Sec-
tion 4， the proposed method will be treated. The 
simulation results will be presented in Section 5. 
The conclusions will be given in Section 6. 

2 Conditions for Super High-speed 
Ring Protocol 

ln this section， we show four conditions which 
need to be satisfied in order to design a super high-
speed ring network protocol. 
2.1 Throughput and Transfer Delay 

ln the design of the media access protocol for 
ring topology network， our goal is to get a high 
throughput and low transfer delay. To achieve 
this four conditions must be fulfiUed. 

As 1・stcondition， the protocol should be able 
to access the ring concurrently for all stations. 
The conceptual idea for this condition is shown 
in Figure 1. A media access method which can 
transmit a packet by only one station at a mo-
ment of time is shown in Figure l(a). An example 
of出ismedia access method is token ring method. 
While， a media access method in which all stations 
can transmit packets concurrently is shown in Fig-
ure 1 (b). ln this method is ~sumed that packet 
length on the ring is shorter than total ring length 
(for super high speed neもworks)[6]. The concur-
rent access method shows good uti1ization of the 
ring compared with the single access method. 

The 2・ndcondition requires that many pack-
ets must exist on the ring. The conceptual idea 
is shown in Figure 2. A media access method for 
only one packet on the ring is shown in Figure 2(a) 
and for many packets on the ring is shown in Fig-
ure 2(b). It is easy to see that Figure 2(b) method 
is superior th加 themethod in Figure 2 (a). The 
FDDl meもhoddoesn't satisfy the 1・stcondition， 
but satisfies the 2・ndone. 

As 3-rd condition， the packet should use a 
shortest path for transmission (use a bidirectional 
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Figure 2: A conceptual idea for 2-nd condition. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3: A conceptual idea for 3・rdcondition. 

dual ring). The conceptual idea for this condition 
is shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3 (a) is shown the 
structure for a. single ring network， whileFigure 
3(b) shows the structure for a bidirectional dual 
ring neもwork.When the number of stations is N， 
the ma羽mumtransmission distance for a single 
ring is N-l and the average transmission distance 
is rを1.On the other hand， the maximum trans-
missioll distance for the bidirectional dual ring is 
f引andthe average transm泊siondistance is r 1f，. 
Let consider an example， when station A sends a 
packet to station D I the distωce for the single 
ring is 3， while the distance for bidirectional dual 
ring is 1. This means， the transmission dist釦 ce
of bidirectional dual ring is shorter than single 
ring. Also， from the combination of this condi-
tion and packet removal at the destination station 
(4-th condition)， the protocol can achieve a high 
total throughput. 

The ιth condition requires that a packet must 
be removed at the destination station. The con-
ceptual idea for the 4-th condition is shown in Fig-
ure 4. Figure 4(a) shows a packet removal at the 
source station， while Figure 4(b) shows a packet 
removal at出edestination station. 1n the case 
of packet removal at a source station， the packet 
is removed after passing the whole ring. On the 
other hand， in the case of packet removal at a 
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Figure 4: A conceptuaI idea for fourth condition. 

destination station， for example， when station A 
sends a packet to station C， the packet p鋪 sesonly 
half of the ring. In case of combination with 1・
st condition， the other stations can use the half 
of remained ring bandwidth. Therefore， the ring 
もhroughputcan be increased. 

2.2 Fairness 
The fairness is also an important issue for de-

signing a media access protocol. In shared media 
network such as a ring or a bus topology， it may 
occur that some stations transmit a large amount 
of packets and the other ones on1y few packets. 
To avoid this unbalance situation， the fairness is 
important function to be evaluated. The fairness 
means that each station is given the same priority 
for packet transmission. 

3 Related Works 

In this section， we compare the existing me-
dia access methods for ring topology such出

token ring method， FDDI method， slotted ring 
method， buffer insertion method and MetaRing 
method. The comparison is done considering how 
much these methods satisfy the four conditions 
described in the previous section. 

The comparison is shown in Table 1. The token 
ring method can not satisfy aU conditions. There-
fore， it doesn 't suit for the super high-speed net-
works. The FDDI method satisfies the 2・ndcon-
dition because many packets exist on the ring， but 
the other conditions aren 't satisfied. The slotted 
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ring method satisfies the l-st and 2帽 ndconditions. 
Also， some variations of slotted ring method can 
satisfy the ιth condition. A drawback of slot-
ted ring method is that when a station transmits 
variable length packets the ring uti1ization is de-
creased because the slot has a fixed length. Fur-
thermore， the fairness of slotted ring method is 
no good. The buffer insertion method satisftes 
the l-st， 2-nd and 4-th conditions. Therefore， it 
can be used for super high-speed networks. But， 
the pure buffer insertion method hasn 't a good 
fairness. Also， the buffer insertion method uses a 
buffer for each st叫ion，so there is a delay in each 
buffer. The MetaRing method is an improved ver-
sion of the slotted ring and buffer insertion meth-
ods. The MetaRing method satisfies all condi-
tions and has a good fairness. For this reason， the 
MetaRing method is considered a good method 
for ring topology media access protocol. There-
fore， in following， we wi1l compare the proposed 
method with MetaRing method. 

4 Proposed Method 
In this section， we propose a new media ac・

cess protocol which can satisfy all conditions de-
scribed in Section 2. Our goal is to build a proto-
col which can be adaptive to traffic changes， has 
a high throughput and a good fairness. 

4.1 Protocol Design Policy 

For geもtinga high throughput， we consider the 
following policy. 

• Use a bidirectional dual ring. 

• Remove a packet at出edestination station. 

• Be able to transmit a packet concurrent1y for 
each station. 

For achieving a good fairness， we consider that 
each sもaωnduring one cyc1e is guaranteed to 
transmit the required number of packets. But， 
during the fairness control， the stations which al-
ready sent an amount of WSi packets in a cycle 
can not send packets until a new cycle token ar-
rives even if some bandwidth sti1l exist. Thus， the 
ring utilization and throughput are decreased. For 
avoiding this situation， we implement an adaptive 
control in which the window size is changed dy-
namically depending on the cyc1e token round trip 
time. 

4.2 Proposed Method Description 
The proposed method use a network with a 

bidirectional dual ring topology as shown in Fig-
ure 5. The cycle token exists in each ring. When 
the cycle token passes the whole ring， we consider 
it as one cycIe. Each station is guar加 teedto send 



Table 1: COinparisol1.of different media access methods. 

Access Method 1・stCondition 2-nd Condition 3・rdCondition 4-th Condition Fairness 
Token ring × × × × O 

FDDI × O × X O 
Slotted ring O O × A × 

Buffer insertion O O × O × 

MetaRing O O O O O 

Figure 5: A bidirectional dual ring network. 

the required number of packets during one cycle. 
The process is carried 'out as follows. The win-
dow size for station i (WSi) is assigned for each 
staもion.Thus， each station can send concurrently 
WSi packets for each cycle. When出ecycleωken 
arrives at station i， the following operations for 
fairness control are carried out. 

• WSi = WCi 
Station i clears the WCi and s~nds a cycle 
token to the next station， then starts the， nexも
cycle. 

• WSi> WCi 

Station i holds a cycle token and when the 
WCi equal to WSi， the station i sends a cycle 
token to the next station， then starts the next 
cycle. 

The WCi is the counter for counting the num-
ber of t1'ansmitted. packets. 

ln the following， we explain sending and 1'eceiv-
ing operations. Each station has a ring inte1'face 
for sending and receiving operations部 shownin 
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Figure 6: Ring inte1'face st1'ucture. 

Figure 6. The ring interface is shown only for 
もhecounterclockwise ring. For the clockwise ring， 
もhering interface also exis旬 andoperates in the 
same way as for counterclockwise ring. The ring 
interface consists of出esending switch (SW)， re-
ceiving SW， sending buffer， receiving buffer， WSi 
buffer and WCi buffer. 

The sending p1'ocess fo1' each station is ca1'ried 
out when WCi is less than WSi and inぬiscase 
the WCi is incremented. During transmission， the 
relayed packets from the upstream stations a1'e 
stored temporarily in the insertion buffer. Aι 
もertransmission is finished， they are relayed at 
the downstream stations. Each s色ationchecks the 
destination address of packets.， When the desti-
nation address of packets is the same as its own 
address， the station gets these packets and remove 
the packets from the ring (ιth condition). While， 
when the destination address of pack~ts is not the 
same as the sta.tion address， the station interface 
relays th~ packets. The sending operation can 
be concurrent1y executed (1-:-sもcondition).There-
fore，the ring utilization and throughput can be 
increased. 
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During the fairness control， the stations which 
a1ready sent an amount of WSi packe旬 ina cy-
cle can not send packets until a new cycle token 
arrives even if some packeもsstill exist. Thus，もhe
ring utilization and throughput are decreased. For 
avoiding this situation， we implement an adap七ive
control. The window size is changed dynamically 
depending on the cycle token round trip time卸

shown in following. 

• Rct < T 

WSi = WSi + Const 

・Rct> T 

WSi = WSi -Const 
The Rct is the round trip time of the cycle to・

ken， T is the threshold time and Const is a con-
st加も value. When the st叫 ion does not need 
more WSi than present allocated WSi市もhewin-
dow size increase proced'ijre is not carried out. 
Also， when the WSi is equal to initial required 
window size， the window size decrease procedure 
is not carried ouιThis means that initial window 
size is guaranteed for each station. That is why 
fairness is maintained in our protocol. When the 
tra白cinもhering changes and the ring has avail-
able bandwidth， this adaptive control gives more 
window size to stations which have many packets. 
While， when the ring is congested，もhewindow 
size of each station is decreased. Thus， the ring 
can bc used efficiently and the throughput wiII be 
increased. 

5 Performance Evaluation 
Computer simulation were used for perfor-

mance evaluation. The transfer delay versus 
throughput characteristics was adopted as a per-
formance measure. The transfer delay means the 
total time taken for packets to arrive at the send-
ing stations， wait in the sending buffer， be sent 
out of the ring， and finally be received at the des-
tination stations. Throughput means the number 
of bits carried by packets ontoもhering during a 
unit of time (second). 

We make七hefollowing assumptions for simula-
もlOns.

• The packet length is generated by exponen-
tial distribution. 

• The packet arrival rate is a Poisson process. 

・Fora source station， the destination stations 
are distributed uniformly on the ring. 

• The total cable length is 100 km. 

• The transmission rate is 1 Tera bps. 
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Figure 7: Performance characteristics for different 
window sizes. 

5.1 Different Window Sizes 

We compare the performance of the proposed 
method and Meta即 時 methodfor di苛'erenもwin-
dow sizes: The throughput characteristics versus 
average transfer delay are shown in Figure 7. The 
average data length is 5000 bytes， the number 
of stations is 100 and the initial window size is 
changed from 10， 30，50，70 to 100. Bothmethods 
show that when window size is large the through-
put become high. Also， when the window size 
is 100， both methods show thesame characteris. 
tics， but for other window sizes our method has 
better behavior than MetaRing method. This is 
because in MetaRing method the initial window 
size is fixed. While， ， in our method the window 
size can be changed. Thus， the proposed method 
has an adaptive behavior which results in better 
characteristiωcompared with MetaRing method. 

5.2 Different Number of Stations 

The throughput ch紅 acteristicsversus average 
transfer delay for di百erentnumber of stations are 
shown in Figure 8. The average data length is 
5000 bytes， initial window size is 50， and the num-
ber of stations vary from 50， 100， 150 to 200. 
The throughput characteristics increase when the 
number of station is increased. This is because 
when the number of stations increases官 thetraf-
fic on the ring is also increased. The proposed 
method shows better performance than MetaRing 
method. 

6 Conclusions 

We have proposed a media access protocol for 
terabit ring networks which has high through-
put and good fairness. Also， we treated the 
necessary conditions for achieving a .super high-
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speed ring network. The performance behavior 
of our method and MetaRing method was eval-
uatedby simulations. 針。m the simulation 1・e-
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